Extensive restrictions in the VH sequence usage of the human antibody response against the Rhesus D antigen.
Anti-Rhesus D immunoglobulin purified from human sera is used as a prophylactic reagent in Rhesus D negative women at risk of alloimmunization during pregnancy. We are currently developing a Rhesus D antigen-specific recombinant polyclonal antibody drug lead for replacing the existing blood derived-products. By analyzing the RhD-specific antibody VH repertoires from eight alloimmunized women we found, in agreement with previous studies, a strong preference for the VH 3-33 "superspecies" gene segments which encompasses the IGHV3-30-3*01, IGHV3-30*18, and IGHV3-33*01 VH alleles. Even more extensive genetic restriction was observed among five donors, which produced antibodies of identical V-D-J usage and CDR3 loop length and joining regions of similar amino acid composition. In addition, we find a high degree of sequence relatedness to previously isolated anti-Rhesus D antibodies. Such close homology in VH domains indicates that significant structural restrictions are operating in the selection of antibodies recognizing RhD as seen for T cell receptors. Moreover, some VH domains were isolated in their germline configuration indicating that anti-RhD antibodies of relatively high affinity are present in the naïve antibody repertoire of Rhesus negative individuals which offers an explanation for the strong and clinically significant immunogenicity of the Rhesus D.